
more impressed with the appearance of the
interior. The bucket seats didn’t generate
much enthusiasm for their supportive
traits, but they certainly looked spiffy in
cream-colored glove leather. We were also
seduced by the contrasting blue trim and
the bright bezels surrounding the major
instruments. Although the wood-grain
seems to have been inspired by something
that grew in another galaxy, the overall
look is classy—the classiest, in fact, in this
test.

In the end, modest power relegates the
Sebring to midpack. But if you require
your fresh air with seating for four, and
luggage space to match, read no farther.

Second Place
Mitsubishi Eclipse 

Spyder GT
If this test had any major surprises, this

car provided them. With its shortest-in-
group wheelbase and lowest curb weight,
we expected the topless Mitsu to be rela-
tively agile, but we did not expect the level
of neutral handling and steering accuracy
the Eclipse delivered. Although the chassis
didn’t feel as sturdy as the coupe version—
no surprise there, right?—it was no licorice
whip, either, thus providing the foundation
for suspension tuning that struck the best
balance in this evaluation between smooth

ride quality and athletic handling traits.
Although there were freeway stretches

that induced some uneasy hobbyhorse ride
motions, related largely to the
short wheelbase, the Eclipse
put on another face entirely
on mountain byways,
attacking corners like a terrier
sorting out the rat pack.
Backing off the throttle on
corner entries induces a
soupçon of oversteer, just
enough to allow a little sliding
at the apex in an easily con-
trolled four-wheel drift, that
most delightful of sports-car
experiences—when it doesn’t
hurl one off a cliff. But the
Eclipse was so positive that
this unpleasant consequence
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with 2 passengers ease of
comfort space entry/exit

CHEVROLET 5 3 2
CAMARO Z28

CHRYSLER
SEBRING 8 8 10
LIMITED

FORD 4 6 3
MUSTANG GT

MITSUBISHI
ECLIPSE 3 4 4
SPYDER GT

TOYOTA
CAMRY 9 8 9
SOLARA SLE

Subjective ratings in both categories were assigned by 
two editors on a 1-to-10 scale, 10 being best.
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Mitsubishi
Eclipse Spyder
GT
Highs: Eager-to-please handling,
best-in-test front seats, comfortable
cruising composure, best manumatic. 

Lows: Balky top latches, Marquis de
Sade rear seats, modest power. 

The Verdict: A willing companion
on a twisty back road, and just a few
ponies shy of best all-around.
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